
Nonlinear Oscillations



Naive Perturbation Theory:  Diverges after t=1/epsilon
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Non linear oscillator 
with secular terms

Non linear oscillator 
w/out secular terms
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Secular Perturbation Theory  works great! Here !! = 3"a2 / 8!0



Next, a fundamental solution matrix out of two solution vectors,
x11!t"
x12!t"

! "
and

x21!t"
x22!t"

! "
is constructed, satisfying the initial

conditions

x11!0"
x12!0"

! "
# 1

0

! "
;

x21!0"
x22!0"

! "
# 0

1

! "
(28)

The matrix C is the evaluation of the fundamental solution matrix
at time T

C # x11!T" x21!T"
x12!T" x22!T"

! "
(29)

From Floquet theory [1], it is known that stability is determined
by the eigenvalues (characteristic multipliers) of C

k2 $ !trC"k% detC # 0 (30)

where trC and detC are the trace and determinant of C. Now
Eq. (26) has the special property that detC#1. This may be shown
by defining W (the Wronskian) as:

W!t" # detC # x11!t"x22!t" $ x12!t"x21!t" (31)

Taking the time derivative of W and using Eq. (27) gives that
!dW=dt" # 0, which implies that W!t" # constant # W!0" # 1.
Thus, Eq. (30) can be written down as

k2 $ !trC"k% 1 # 0 (32)

Its solutions are

k1;2 #
trC6

#################
trC2 $ 4
p

2
(33)

Floquet theory [1] showed that instability results if either eigen-
value has modulus larger than unity. Thus, if jtrCj > 2, then
Eq. (33) gives real roots. But the product of the roots is unity, so
if one root has modulus less than unity, the other has modulus
greater than unity, with the result that this case is unstable and

corresponds to exponential growth in time. On the other hand, if
jtrCj < 2, then Eq. (33) gives a pair of complex conjugate roots.
But since their product must be unity, they must both lie on the
unit circle, with the result that this case is stable. Note that the sta-
bility here is neutral stability not asymptotic stability, since
Eq. (26) has no damping. This case corresponds to quasiperiodic
behavior in time.

So, the transition from stable to unstable corresponds to those
parameter values which give jtrCj # 2. From Eq. (33), if trC # 2,

then k1;2 # 1; 1 and this corresponds to a periodic solution with
period T. On the other hand, if trC # $2, then k1;2 # $1;$1.
This corresponds to a periodic solution with period 2T. This anal-
ysis gives the important result that on the transition curves in
parameter space between stable and unstable, there exist periodic
motions of period T or 2T.

The theory presented in this section can be used as a practical
numerical procedure for determining stability of Eq. (26). One
needs to begin by numerically integrating the ordinary differential
equation for the two initial conditions (28); carry each numerical
integration out to time t# T and so obtain trC # x11!T" % x22!T";
then, jtrCj > 2 is unstable, while jtrCj < 2 is stable. Note that this
approach allows one to draw conclusions about large time behav-
ior after numerically integrating for only one forcing period.
Without Floquet theory, one would have to numerically integrate
out to large time in order to determine if a solution was growing
unbounded, especially for systems which are close to a transition
curve, in which case the asymptotic growth is very slow.

A stability chart of Mathieu’s equation with several tongues
obtained by using numerical integration in conjunction with Flo-
quet theory is shown in Fig. 3. Note that there are stable regions
in the negative half-plane d < 0. By choosing parameters so that
the system lies in one of these stable regions for negative d, we
may stabilize an equilibrium which is unstable in the unforced
system. An example is the periodically forced inverted pendulum
discussed in Eq. (4).

3.1.3 Harmonic Balancing. The transition curves (25) found
earlier in Sec. 3.1.1 cover the first tongue only. The question that
naturally arises is [1]: Why did the perturbation method miss the
other tongues of instability? It was because the perturbation
method was truncated, neglecting terms of O!!2". The other
tongues of instability turn out to emerge at higher order truncations

Fig. 2 (a) Two transition curves of Mathieu’s equation for the first region of instability called a tongue for an undamped case
(solid line), Eq. (25), (b) example of motion of point P1 located inside the tongue, and (c) example of motion of point P2
located outside the tongue
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detuning=✏/2

Unstable oscillations at P1 Stable oscillations at P2

Parametric Resonance: Stability Regions 

Kovacic, Rand, Sah
Applied Mechanical Review, 70, 020802-1  
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Inverted Pendulum:
Click me

Text

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5oGYCxkgnHQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5oGYCxkgnHQ


A Paul Trap for Ion Trapping

�(x, y, z, t) =
1

2
(A+B cos⌦t)(x2 + y2 � 2z2)

Electrostatic Potential

� =
1

2
A(x2 + y2 � 2z2)



A Paul Trap for Ion Trapping

Electrostatic Potential

� =
1

2
A cos(⌦t)(x2 + y2 � 2z2)

The ponderamotve potential is:


